
 

 

KHANSCRIPTION 

NOTICE 
Wastelander, 

You have been deemed worthy of Khanscription and membership in The Khans.   

From this moment forward you will be referred to as KHANSCRIPT until you 

progress into your future rank.  

Khanscript is a title deserving of respect. Own it the same as you would your 

very name.  It is you, and you are it; stand proudly with your Khan and 

Khanscript brothers; 

Details for The Khans teamspeak service have been private messaged to your 

forum account.  Log in – and utilize this privilege, so begins your journey to 

Khan! 

As a Khanscript you will be trained, cultured, outfitted if/as necessary, and 

immediately employed into death and tax patrols throughout the wasteland.  For 

further details and specific instructions regarding your training refer yourself 

to this thread, and request your drill sergeant. 

Every Khanscript should also familiarize themselves with khan culture 

practices, and additional information as outlined on the attached pages. 

A last note, the Khans started as nothing more than an idea in 2000; but since 

that time has turned into one of the most unique experiences and organizations 

on earth.  So Raid, Pillage, and enjoy your time here! 

 

Long Live Bison, Long Live The Khans! 

Gargantua TKs 

 

http://www.khanscentral.com/
http://thekhans.boards.net/thread/495/khan-drill-sergeants
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9-Yfa9HRTw


 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

1. Salute! – Salute your Khan brothers with an o/ in game and teamspeak. 

2. Progress! -In order to advance to the next rank, Khanscripts must: 

 - Attend one THUNDERDOME (Occurs every Saturday around 10am PST) 
 - Post 10 screenshots of kills on the forums 
 - Receive 4 pledges from other Khans 
 

3. Lead! -Rank is not a prerequisite for leadership in The Khans; instead, rank is a reward FOR 

leadership.  Every Khan has the right and privilege to lead raids/events/patrols; and is encouraged to do 

so.  You will quickly discover the strength of your leadership skills by seeing who’s willing to follow 

you to the reaches of the wasteland. 

4. Speak! Every Khan has the right and privilege to speak freely about any issue at any time; 

and to be heard regardless of rank or status. So speak! And speak freely without restriction. But know 

that silence is often the strongest voice in the room. 

5. Khanvert!  The societies of the wasteland have built a “prison of rules” within your 

mind. Break free from these chains! Embrace a “Khan Mentality” and share it with the wasteland! 

Examples: 
-We don’t “Murder” wastelander’s, we liberate them from their misery! 
-We don’t “steal” property, we collect on unpaid taxes, and stop tax evaders 

 

6. Khans don’t lie! Khans live and die by their word.  Avoid lying whenever 

possible.  But freely apply Khan mentality to this principle. 

Example:  Yes, Jimmy paid the“road tax”; but no one told him about the “travelling with cargo tax”…    

7. All property is KHAN property! Everything in the wasteland, 

including it’s people, belong to you and your fellow Khans; to freely do with as you see fit. 

8. Khan Law is the only law!  Khans are not subject to the law of any 

government, person, organization, or body.  The only law is Khan law! The laws of 

Freedom! 

 

http://thekhans.boards.net/thread/417/pledge-system


 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

9. Khanquer!  The Khans are the future, an evolved sociopolitical entity risen from the 

ashes of the failed old word.  There is no room in our new world for weakness, politics, and 

compromise; There is only room for the Rise of Khans! 

Aggressively oppose any offer of alliance, friendship, amnesty, or peace, those are the sick mentalities 

that lead to the collapse of the old world!  The weak must be destroyed! 

If your enemies are worthy – Khanscript them, and liberate their minds into the cause. 

 

10. Thunderdome! 

We are The Khans, the last sole hope for the future of humanity, and those destined to rule the world 

and conquer the galaxy!  To succeed we have embraced humanities greatest assets; genetic traits we 

are all designed with, and must employ ad maxim!  

Aggression and Violence! 
Belligerence and Intolerance! 

Ruthlessness and resent! 
Greed and Desire!  

Cunning and Remorselessness! 
 
 

THUNDERDOME exists as the check and balance to the employed use of these genetic weapons; 
Because we Khans are alone; there is no room for ongoing disputes in house;  our focus must always be 
outward and on our enemies, fellow man, nature, or otherwise.. 
 
Therefore it is the right of every Khan to challenge another in THUNDERDOME for the resolution of 
any unresolved dispute.  
 


